Abstract-The advanced multibeam satellite equipped with phased array antenna and solid state power amplifiers can generate flexible beams, by managing interbeam interference to serve a very large number of users effectively over its coverage area. Onboard processing (OBP) functionality can enhance the flexibility of a large-scale antenna by speeding up computational processes and saving precious radio link spectrum. In this paper, we derive a cross-layer OBP design of switching/routing, beamforming, and user scheduling as taking advantage of fine spatial resolution capability of phased array antenna satellites. We evaluate tradeoff between OBP computational complexity and throughput performance, showing that the additional complexity of an increased number of switch ports and phased array antenna gain patterning is compensated by high throughput gain achieved by mitigating interference. Our analysis shows that throughput gain for the next generation satellite system can be as high as 40, compared with the conventional multiple beam antenna with travelling wave tube amplifiers, and that beamforming is critical for achieving high spectral efficiency in the crowded service area. We then investigate the impacts of onboard switching and phased array antenna beamforming to practical routing protocols, such as open short path first and routing information protocol.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
ATELLITES can provide network coverage in a global scale, and continue service even when ground infrastructure is disrupted in emergency. Target applications have been gradually shifting from TV broadcast and telephony trunking to packet data forwarding for the Internet as a stand-alone or a part of the satellite-terrestrial heterogeneous network.
As data packets traverse from sources to destinations via satellite nodes, satellites receive packets from ground stations/users or neighbor satellites, repeat and/or regenerate the received packets and then route to the Earth or other satellites. In practice, communication satellites are operated as cellular systems by the use of multiple spotbeams. In a cellular satellite system, a coverage area is divided into small cells and each cell is covered by a spotbeam. The satellite executes multiple network functionalities, such as data forwarding in the Network layer as a routing node, scheduling in the Media Access Control (MAC) layer as a base station, and beamforming in the Physical layer as a signal transmitter. Thus, there will be a space-borne router in a full up realization of the space-terrestrial network.
Many satellite networks so far have made decisions of user scheduling and data forwarding in ground hubs. Satellites have played a plain role of bent pipes based on the decisions forwarded from the ground, mostly due to high cost of carrying heavy computing components in the sky. However, with the rapid advancement of low-cost solid state application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) devices and powerful central processing unit (CPU) technologies, it is expected that the launch of onboard processing (OBP) satellites will be popular in the near future. As the functions for communications and networking move from ground stations and gateways to onboard payload, overall end-to-end latency can be shortened by getting rid of unnecessary round-trip delays of control signals and invaluable radio frequency (RF) spectrum can be saved by reducing the need for feeder links from/to gateways.
Onboard routing and scheduling system design should take into account a use of multiple beams, a state-of-the-art technology for current and future commercial satellite networks. OBP allows packet switching into outputs in other beams or cross links without having to trunk all packets to the ground for routing. This is much more efficient architecture given the cost of up and downlinks. By the use of phased array antenna and solid state power amplifiers (SSPA), the communication satellite will be able to generate a very large number of spotbeams ( 1, 000) at the same time while the typical number of multibeams from a current satellite is at most in the order of hundreds. A large number of simultaneously active beams can make a high order of frequency reuse feasible, and a split use of transmission power among multiple beams provides relatively high capacity per unit power as the capacity is a concave function of transmission power. A multibeam satellite can thus achieve higher throughput than a single 1536-1276 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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beam satellite. However, due to the complexity and weight burden of carrying as many active beams as linked nodes, it is better to share a small number of transmitters and active beams for a large number of small cells and individual end-users. The potential interbeam interference problem caused among parallel spotbeams can be resolved by a crosslayer optimized design of antenna gain patterning, scheduling, and switching/routing. All these design issues lead to a high volume of onboard computations, which can be justified only by achieving high throughput satellites (HTS) with more than 100 Gbps per-satellite throughput for the next-generation broadband network. Moreover, for data satellite networks to be cost-competitive with respect to terrestrial competitors, packet service over satellites requires efficient utilization of precious resources, such as power, time slots, frequency bands, transmitters, antenna elements, and amplifiers. The resourceefficient scheme of onboard switching and routing jointly designed with beam patterning and user scheduling will be a key technology to improve spectrum utilization for HTS. The general switching problem has been addressed to find efficient algorithms and analyze computational complexity. For N × N packet switch with N input ports and N output ports, the maximum size matching algorithm attempts to connect the maximum number of input and output ports, and the maximum weight matching algorithm selects the edges between input and output ports, such that the sum of weights associated with the chosen edges is maximized [1] . It is known that the maximum size matching can be achieved in O(N 5/2 ) [2] and the complexity of maximum weight matching converges to O(N 3 ) or O(N 3 log N) [3] . Previous works on satellite routing and switching have been mainly focused on the switching design [4] , [5] , the economical feasibility of onboard routers [6] , [7] , and the application of terrestrial network algorithms modified for satellites [8] - [12] . Although previous work can be found on general OBP architecture [13] , [14] and analysis for on-board beamforming functionality (full or partial) [15] - [17] , it is hard to find literature on the OBP scheme jointly designed for routing/switching, beamforming, and user scheduling. In our previous work [18] , we showed that the advanced multibeam satellite equipped with phased array antenna can effectively serve a large number of users over its coverage area by scheduling narrowly beamformed spotbeams and managing interbeam interference.
In this paper, we present a joint design of packet switching/routing and scheduling for OBP satellites. Over the data path in the satellite network, we focus on the satellite node, which is equipped with OBP capability and advanced transmission antenna. With the system architectural perspective, we attempt to explain how the OBP switching router can take advantage of the beamforming flexibility of the advanced phased array antenna. This challenging problem has not been addressed in the literature yet because it stretches over vertical network layers (of Physical, MAC, and Network) and across inter-disciplinary physical components (of switching routers, routers, and microwave antennas). We show that a use of phased array antenna with interference management can reform the optimum policy of packet routing and user scheduling as well as the router structure itself, exploiting fine spatial resolution capability. We analyze the computational complexity incurred to switching and routing in the Network layer by the advanced antenna technology, and its impact to the practical routing algorithms, such as Routing Information Protocol (RIP) and Open Shortest Path First Protocol (OSFP). The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follow:
• We present mathematical models for onboard switching routers connected to advanced transmission antenna.
• We derive an optimum policy of joint routing, user scheduling, and beamforming for onboard processing satellites equipped with phased array antenna.
• We provide quantitative trade-off results between throughput gain and computation complexity, and show the performance improvement of the proposed scheme, which can be used for evaluating the economics of future high throughput satellites. The rest of this paper is organized in the following order: In Section II, we describe the modeling of onboard switching router structure with different types of satellite antennas: multiple beam antenna and phased array antenna. In Section III, we analyze antenna spatial resolution based on potential interbeam interference. In Section IV, we derive the optimum policy of joint packet routing and beam scheduling. The trade-off between throughput and computational complexity is explained and the performance improvement with beamforming is presented in Section V. In Section VI, we present the impacts to the practical switching and routing algorithms. We conclude the paper and suggest future work in Section VII.
II. MODELING
In Fig. 1 , we consider a satellite with K active downlink spotbeams and K Inter-satellite link (ISL) beams to forward packets to M neighbor nodes. Each neighbor can be either a final destination or an intermediate hop for delivery. The ISL usually uses dedicated frequency bands (RF or optical) and antennas, separate from RF links to the ground. By considering the ISL, the scenario can include the cases of low-earthorbit (LEO) and medium-earth-orbit (MEO) satellites as well as geostationary (GEO) satellite networks. The ISL is another output port that the satellite router can switch traffic destined for other satellites such as another multiple beam access satellite or a downlink hub satellite. In the Network Layer, the routing strategy is the same as that on the ground. Under one administrative domain it can use all the typical routing algorithms such as Open Short Path First (OSPF) with link state protocols or for multiple domains it may include Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) which should be improved in the future.
As we assume a very challenging scenario of using the same frequency band among RF links to the Earth in order to maximize spectral efficiency, significant interbeam interference can be caused without user scheduling or antenna gain patterning. Our network control problem is to discover link states via link-state packets (LSPs) and provide adaptations when traffic and connection topology shift. At a top level the control problem is no different than that of a terrestrial network though at very high frequencies (e.g., EHF) the link state may have a metric on small-scale fading which is not considered in this paper. The fading parameter can play a nontrivial role for future routing. The Physical layer beamforming functionality by using transmission antenna can improve packet switching and user scheduling efficiencies mostly by re-using frequency allocation between close-in users that are less than a beamwidth apart, as shown by the analysis in the next section, and thus the capacity of the overall system increases given precious frequency spectrum. How to control interference and what impacts are given to the Network layer will be our main focus in this paper.
We now compare onboard switching routers connected to multiple beam antenna and to phased array antenna, respectively. While the multiple beam antenna (Fig. 2(a) ) with travelling wave tube amplifiers (TWTAs) has a fixed beam size due to the fixed size of feedhorn for each signal, the phased array antenna (Fig. 2(b) ) can have any size and/or shape of beam by feeding many array elements with the same signal. Phased array antenna uses SSPAs and can linearly superimpose signals at a large number of array elements by controlling an antenna-patterning matrix. Signal power can be divided among multiple channels up to the total power of the array. Moreover, phased array antenna together with transmission scheduling can cycle much more rapidly ( msec) than multiple beam antenna and is advantageous in meeting time deadlines via fast switching of resources. Flexible antenna gain patterning allows for simultaneous service of users in a populated area by suppressing possibly significant interbeam interference.
With multiple beam antenna and TWTA, it is assumed in general that the cell size is the same as the spotbeam size, and then the onboard switch is exactly the same as the general N × N input-queued switch, shown in Fig. 3(a) , except that the satellite can serve only K cells out of N switched outputs at a time to M neighbor nodes with practical assumption of K < N M. On the other hand, phased array antenna with the interference mitigation technique can serve close-in users at the same time up to distance threshold l * within one beamwidth [18] . Thus, the effective cell size with phased array antenna reduces and the number of output ports increases as each cell is supported by its own output port of the router. The scaling factor is given by the squared ratio between l * and one beamwidth, reflecting the two-dimensional antenna pattern generated on the Earth plane. According to diffraction theory [19] , [20] , the narrowest mainlobe size of a spotbeam is given by λL D with wavelength λ of the carrier, altitude L of the satellite, and side length D of the square transmission antenna. With the ratio η * = l * / λL D defined as the threshold normalized by one beamwidth, the onboard switch connected to phased array antenna can be modeled as an N/η * 2 × N/η * 2 switch, which is shown in Fig. 3(b) . Fig. 3 illustrates the different effects between two antenna technologies. By maintaining more queues with interference mitigation deployed, phased array antenna can provide two close output ports, separated by less than one beamwidth, with spatial resolution while multiple beam antenna cannot. The network processing unit for routing/switching and the antenna pattern matrix for beamforming should be designed in a jointly optimized manner, as highlighted in Fig. 2 (b), which will be presented in Section IV.
III. ANTENNA RESOLUTION
Before we discuss the joint problem of user scheduling and packet routing, we analyze l * (= η * λL D ), the spatial resolution of phased array antenna in terms of potential interbeam interference. As modeled in the previous section, the switch queue structure depends on antenna resolution, which decides the proximity between simultaneously served active users.
For simple analysis, we suppose that a satellite serves two users that are located closely. We compare the two schemes as follow:
• Serving two users at the same time by power-splitting a : (1 − a) with 0 < a < 1 with two active spotbeams.
• Serving one user at a time by time-sharing a : (1 − a). Similar analysis of comparing superposition codes and timesharing schemes was performed for broadcast channels using an information theoretic approach [22] and the modeling has been used for a large number of subsequent work, e.g., for multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) multiuser systems with additional comparison with beamforming [23] . This approach is applied here to show that the antenna with fine resolution can decrease the effective cell size of the satellite network but may cause severe interference among adjacent users. In the later part of this paper, we will thus suggest the joint design of OBP and phased array antenna for interference mitigation, which will be able to improve the overall network throughput. Moreover, satellite power is even more precious than wireless power and frequency allocation is more expensive. The use of very accurate nulling on close-in users can mitigate the power usage and interference problem, and thus we expect that the second order trade-offs between power efficiency and nulling complexity should be carried on in follow-up work.
We express achievable data rates as Shannon capacities 1 :
where C a) . S denotes the total signal power for both users normalized by noise power density, and φ represents the symmetric power leakage (or radiation pattern [24] ) from one signal toward the position of the other for simultaneous transmission. A generic form of antenna gain patterning can be assumed here with non-zero interference.
For simultaneous transmission to outperform time-sharing for both signals, C ps
from Eq. (1) and (3), and C ps
from Eq. (2) and (4). Thus, the following condition for the allowable power leakage is derived:
where the value of φ * is symmetric with respect to a = 0.5. If the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of S S a 1 is assumed in the practical satellite channel, it can be further simplified to
which suggests that in the high SNR regime simultaneous service of two users by power-splitting can provide higher data rate than the time-sharing approach if φ is approximately max{a, (1 − a)} times lower than S in the negative dB value, i.e., interbeam interference is lower than a threshold that is a function of SNR. In the very low SNR regime, on the other hand, each capacity is approximated as C a) S, respectively. φ should be equal to zero, only to achieve equal capacities, implying that time-sharing is always better than simultaneous service at very low SNR. In a conservative scenario of deploying the narrowest spotbeam illuminated by uniform planar transmission antenna with no interference suppression, the power leakage (or radiation pattern) from the mainlobe of an adjacent beam is modeled as the 2-dimensional far-field Fourier transform of the D × D square transmission antenna distribution [18] , [20] :
where
denotes the distance between the two users. Thus, the spatial resolution l * of a multibeam satellite is expressed by
,
where sinc −1 (·) denotes the inverse function of sinc(·) in the range of [0, 1], and φ * satisfies Eq. (7) with l * . We see that spatial resolution, up to which the two active users can be served at the same time, can be determined by the values Fig. 4 . Plots of (a) the maximum allowable power leakage φ * and (b) the required spatial resolution (normalized by one beamwidth) η * , with respect to resource-sharing coefficient a and SNR value S.
of S and φ * . For example, with the two symmetric users of a = 1/2 in the high SNR regime, we have φ * S −1/2 , and thus, We now consider zero-forcing beamforming that can null out interferences by transmitter antenna gain patterning. With the power loss incurred from the zero-forcing beamforming strategy into account, we model capacities C z f 1 and C z f 2 with the zero-forcing technique as follows:
where zero-forcing is applied to each signal for simultaneous transmission. The power loss incurred by zero-forcing is addressed in 1 − sinc 2
. For zero-forcing to 
from Eq. (10) and (3), and
Eq. (11) and (4). We can derive the relationship between new spatial resolution l * z f and the parameters of a and S:
which is plotted in Fig. 5(a) , showing that zero-forcing improves spatial resolution in the high SNR regime up to
On the other hand, in the low SNR regime, zero-forcing does not perform well, as known in the communication theory [25] . By choosing a better beamforming scheme between power-splitting with non-zero interference and zero-forcing with zero interference, phased array antenna can schedule two users as close as by 0.7 of one beamwidth, as shown in Fig. 5(b) , which is obtained by choosing a lower value between η * in Fig. 4(b) and η * z f in Fig. 5(a) for each pair of a and S. Note that if the performance metric is other than user capacities, more aggressive beamforming of l * = 0.1 λL D , for example, should be deployed for satisfying quality of service (QoS) requirements, such as maximum average latency, of two extremely close users.
In summary, the fine spatial resolution of phased array antenna enables the satellite to provide close-in users with simultaneous services, reducing the effective cell size and potentially enhancing the overall system throughput. However, this advantage can be only realized at the cost of the increased port number of the onboard switch and increased computational complexity. This motivates our study of joint optimum design of routing, scheduling, and beamforming in Section IV, and the trade-off analysis between throughput gain and computational complexity in Section V.
IV. JOINT PACKET ROUTING AND BEAM SCHEDULING
A. Formulation
Now we develop a joint policy of packet routing and beam scheduling based on the maximum weight matching that maximizes i, j w i j , where w i j is the weight for switching a packet from input port i to output port j . Contrasting to the previous maximum weighted scheduling that mainly considers queue lengths [26] , our algorithm takes channel conditions and potential inter-beam interference into account altogether. The weighting is assumed to be the utility U i of a packet routed from input port i and served by data rate C j at output port j ; that is,
where U i is a concave function of C j . The objective of joint routing and scheduling is to maximize the sum of all the utilities subject to the constraints of total onboard power and the maximum number of onboard transponders:
subject to j P j ≤ P total (15) and
where the total power P total of the satellite constrains the sum of power allocated to multiple beams, and the satellite can generate at most K simultaneous signals. The set cardinality is represented by | · | in constraint (16) . We model the data rate achieved by P j as Shannon capacity:
where α 2 j (≤ 1) is signal power attenuation due to the atmospheric effects [27] that only change quasi-statically over the link from output port j , W is the bandwidth used, and N 0 is the additive white Gaussian noise power density. 2 j represents the deterministic free space loss and transmitter/receiver antenna gains in the Friis formula [28] :
where G t j and G r j denote the transmitter and receiver antenna gain of the beam from output port j , respectively, λ j is the wavelength of the carrier at output port j , and L j is the distance between transmitter and receiver for the beam from output port j , which is reduced to the satellite altitude L for RF downlink beams. The value of H j represents the power loss incurred by deploying the zero-forcing transmission strategy for active beams pointing within one spotbeam width, as in Eq. (10) and (11):
Advantages of this model are the decoupling of different signals and their capacities with respect to a set of allocated power, and the derivation of a convex optimization problem.
is considered between the same frequency signals of λ j = λ. In practice, scarce RF links leads to aggressive frequency reuse and interference suppression techniques are widely used. Inter-satellite links (ISL), in general, have neither atmospheric attenuation nor inter-beam interference assumed:
B. Analysis
To see which switching path is activated and which output port is served in the optimization problem (14) - (16), we apply the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition [29] , and observe which P j has a non-zero value in the similar manner to [18] . The derivation provided in appendix concludes that we should choose the pairs of (i, j ) with K highest values of
for the optimum decision. The marginal return at zero power is used for a metric to allocate power and to decide data path. By applying the aforementioned modeling of C j with respect to P j , we obtain the marginal return of U i at P j = 0 as follows:
where the chain rule is applied with
The results in (20) have the four factors for the optimum decision of joint switching and scheduling.
• α 2 j for Channel Conditions: The output port with less signal attenuation should be served. The link with better atmospheric condition is selected.
• j for Antenna Gains and Free Space Loss: The output port with higher antenna gains and less free space loss (e.g., with shorter distance and lower carrier frequency) is preferred.
• H j for Power Loss of Canceling Interbeam Interference:
The output port with less potential interbeam interference should be served. Multiple beams are better to be located far enough to cause little interference between each other.
for
the Marginal Return of the Utility at Zero
Capacity: A pair of the input and output ports with a higher marginal return of utility should be connected. As we allocate a limited amount of onboard power and transponder resources, the decision is based on the marginal return of the utility instead of the utility value itself.
C. Discussion
To implement the optimum policy derived, the network processing unit of the router requires the information of channel conditions and interbeam interference in the output ports. If the router has the same knowledge on metrics for maximum weight matching as the scheduling of K output ports, the decoupling of packet routing and beam scheduling does not degrade the system performance. We first justify whether this requirement is feasible in reality, and discuss how to approximate and near-optimize the decoupling procedure with respect to each of the four factors. We also highlight the contributions of our policy, and compare with previous work and background information.
1. As for channel conditions, in the static case where channel conditions do not change for a while, we can easily state that the routing decision in the input queue and the MAC scheduling in the output port can be based on the same channel condition. If the channel condition changes from the moment of routing decision to the moment of beam scheduling (i.e., while the packet moves from the input queue to the output port and to the antenna feed), performance can degrade because some packets that have been considered to give the maximum weighted matching may suffer from a different link condition as the channel state changes. In practice, the frequency of atmospheric channel state update in the order of seconds and minutes is much slower than the switching speed, which is less than milliseconds, and thus, we can assume that the same state information is used both in routing and beam scheduling even if the two decisions are decoupled. We remark that the ISL links will be assumed to be free of atmospheric attenuation as mentioned before. While previous works [26] , [30] have been focused on using queue length and waiting time for performance metric and stability, it is emphasized that our scheme considers channel conditions that are essential for core metrics of system throughput and fairness. In [30] the routing decision is made to serve the longest queue first without considering link conditions of output queues. The queue length can be a function of channel conditions, but a long queue does not necessarily indicate a good or bad channel condition: a long queue may be a result of switching a large number of packets to a good channel condition, or it may be a left-over of unsent packets due to a bad channel condition. 2. As high antenna gains and low free space loss are preferred in high j , a gateway with larger antenna gain, for example, should be utilized more often than other stations with smaller antenna gain, assuming that all other factors are identical. The impacts of are easier to analyze and control than other factors because the carrier frequency, the distance to receivers, and antenna gains are deterministic and pre-set in the early stage of system design, such as link budget calculation. 3. The implication of interbeam interference is not so straightforward. The optimum solution suggests to choose K pairs of input and output ports with the largest α 2 j j H j
. However, the selection of a switching path updates the values of H j , and then the update of the interference values can impact the selection of the switching path. It is quite complicated to implement the results as derived. Instead, a sub-optimum but computationally efficient algorithm can be developed, inspired by the previous results [18] , [31] , [32] . The main idea is that output ports are selected to keep semi-orthogonality among them and to reduce power loss due to interference mitigation. This approach can be shown to achieve the asymptotical optimality for maximizing sum-rate, i.e., if U i (C j ) = C j , as the number of users N becomes very large [31] , [32] , which is referred to as multiuser diversity. The semiorthogonality of the selected output ports is maintained by guaranteeing multiple spotbeams from the chosen output ports to be located farther than some threshold distance. By separating spotbeams at least l * far away, the ratio of the power loss (due to deploying zero-forcing beamforming) and the desired signal is sinc 2 l * λL/D from our modeling in Eq. (19) . If beamforming is not used, the ratio of power leakage to interference and the desired signal is also represented by sinc 2 l * λL/D from Eq. (7). The user scheduling algorithm of mitigating interbeam interference [18] can be extended to select routing ports and schedule spotbeams, as exemplified in Algorithm 1. 4. If we consider a logarithmic utility function, in particular, with respect to C j , we can model
where w i j is the metric of connecting input port i to output port j , stored in the routing table, and (≥ 0) is a non-negative constant. 3 The metric of w i j may represent the priority of the input stream based on QoS level, service price, and so on. For example, with w i j = F i representing the queue length of input port i and = 0, the utility function of U i (C j ) = F i log(C j ) can achieve proportional fairness [33] , [34] . Latency, a popular metric used in the current Internet [35] , can be encountered by w i j = 1/d i j or w i j = 1/n i j , where d i j and n i j represent time and hops, respectively, to the destination with connecting input port i and output port j . 3 By adding , we have
= w i j and w i j becomes the deciding factor from
< ∞ with = 0. In summary, our policy integrates the information of quasistatic channel conditions, fixed antenna parameters, potential interbeam interference, and a utility function that is generic to include proportional fairness and latency. With slow change of channel conditions in practice, routing and user scheduling/beamforming can be sequentially performed in a decoupled way.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. Comparison of Multiple Beam Antenna and Phased Array Antenna
In the first subsection of performance evaluation, we compare the switching performances of multiple beam antenna and phased array antenna in terms of throughput-complexity tradeoff. The performance of each antenna scheme heavily depends on the distance threshold, average capacity of each beam under interference, and the beamforming algorithm if deployed.
We suppose that M( N > K ) users are uniformly located in a densely crowded area of K l * 2 , which is smaller than M λL D 2 . Since users are too close to each other, only K η * 2 beams from the total K transponders of the multiple beam antenna satellite can be transmitted to K η * 2 users at a time, where · denotes a floor function. The throughput and complexity of the multiple beam antenna satellite can be represented, respectively, as follow:
and
whereC MBA represents the per-user average capacity when multiple beam antenna is used. With the identical values of α 2 and assumed for simplicity, we use the simple model of
where P 0 is the maximum power that a TWTA can support per beam. Complexity MWM (N) is the algorithm complexity of maximum weighted matching with the N × N switching matrix.
In the similar manner, we define the throughput and complexity of phased array antenna. By deploying the beamforming technique for interference suppression, K active beams can be still served:
whereC PA_BF represents the per-user average capacity when phased array antenna is used. Interference suppression in Eq. (19) is addressed in
Complexity BF (K ) is the algorithm complexity of beamforming for K output signals. Now we represent complexity with respect to throughput for multiple beam antenna and phased array antenna with beamforming, respectively. We assume that the satellite maintains the number of regenerative encoders/modulators K to be proportional to the number of switch queues/cells N, such that K /N = β < 1. We combine Eq. (22) and (23) for multiple beam antenna, and Eq. (25) and (26) for phased array antenna with beamforming, as follow:
It is known that maximum weight matching can be calculated with the algorithm complexity of O(N 3 ) or O(N 3 log N) [1] - [3] while the beamforming algorithm of zero-forcing or minimum mean square error (MMSE) can be implemented with the linear complexity of O(N) [31] . The throughput-complexity comparison of multiple beam antenna and phased array antenna is plotted in Fig. 6 as the numbers of switch port N and N/η * 2 are increased for η * = 0.1 and 0.5, respectively. Our analytic results are based on assuming the use of QPSK (quadrature phase shift keying) with 2 bits/sec/Hz/beam, broad bandwidth of 500 MHz, β = K /N = 0.2, and P 0 = P total /K , so that the total power available for both antenna schemes is identical. The algorithmic complexity is quantified as the required number of Intel i7-5960X (8-Core), one of up-to-date CPUs available in the current market, which can process up to 238.31 GIPS (giga instructions per second) at 3.0 GHz. 4 Owing to the fine spatial resolution of phased array antenna and the corresponding increase of switch size, the throughput of phased array antenna can increase almost up to 6.7 and three times higher than the throughput of multiple beam antenna for η * = 0.1 and 0.5, respectively, as shown in Fig. 7(a) . However, as the port size increases for the onboard switching router connected to phased array antenna, the complexity of phased array antenna satellites surges as well in Fig. 7(b) . For η * = 0.5 the number of i7 CPU is less than 1 to process up to 4,000 (= 1, 000/η * 2 ) phased array antenna beams, which is manageable in practice. 5 In the much more aggressive case of η * = 0.1, more than 1,000 CPUs are required as the number of switch ports increases, which is too much to afford for economical onboard design. Nevertheless, as it is practically infeasible to deploy an extremely large number of TWTAs, such as more than 1,000, the use of phased array antenna and the support of a high volume of onboard computation using powerful CPU that will continue to evolve is a viable solution for future high throughput satellites. Fig. 8 shows the throughput gain of phased array antenna compared to multiple beam antenna as the capability of spatial resolution η * changes with N = 1, 000 and K = 200 fixed. As the SNR increases, throughput gain also increases 4 It is remarked that our analysis benchmarks the advanced CPU for a future deployment scenario of similar types of powerful units. Seamless CPU operations in the extreme environment of the space require robust system design and testroom evaluations yet. 5 We approximate O( f (N )) f (N ) for calculation. decreases as shown in Section III. At the high SNR value of E b /N 0 = 15.0 dB, where E b is the average signal energy per bit, the throughput gain can be more than 40 and the theoretical spectral efficiency can be up to 8 bits/sec/Hz/beam, 6 corresponding to transmission of 256 APSK (amplitude and phase shift keying) symbols, the largest constellation size defined in the latest DVB-S2X (Digital Video Broadcasting Satellite Second Generation Extensions) standard [36] . Our analysis suggests that the efficiency of multibeam OBP satellites can be drastically improved by a combination of highpower SSPA transmission, high-order modulation and coding scheme, aggressive multibeam scheduling and beamforming, and a large number of OBP switch/router ports.
B. Performance Improvement by Beamforming
In this subsection, we provide the performance improvement obtained by deploying beamforming in our proposed scheme. Without beamforming or any other scheme for interference suppression, as in power-splitting of Section II, interbeam interferences from adjacent beams degrade the capacity of the desired signals. With non-zero interferences from neighbor users at the distance l, we can model the per-user average capacityC PA_PS and the total throughput of K active beams Tput PA_PS with phased array antenna but without beamforming as follow, respectively:
where the number of users N is assumed to be large enough to ignore the small number of users at the edge of the square grid.
If time-sharing is deployed for phased array antenna, the number of active beams should be reduced to that of multiple beam antenna, K η * 2 , so that there is no interbeam interference between users. The only difference is that the per-beam power can be boosted from P total /K to P total / K η * 2 as the power management of phased array antenna is more flexible. The throughput of time-sharing phased array antenna is then given by
6 The Shannon limit
R/W , where R is the bit rate (no larger than the channel capacity) for reliable transmission, requires The performance improvement obtained by deploying beamforming for phased array antenna is illustrated with respect to the number of active beams and the distance between adjacent active users in Fig. 9 and 10 for the different values of E b /N 0 = 1.76 dB and 5.74 dB, respectively. The total throughput in Eq. (25) is compared with the schemes without beamforming: power-splitting in Eq. (31) and timesharing in Eq. (32) . The proposed scheme with beamforming outperforms both time-sharing and power-splitting in all the cases. The gap widens at the larger value of E b /N 0 , more than twice for η * = 0.5 in Fig. 10(a) , and the improvement can be more than 5 times at η * = 0.1 as shown in Fig. 10(b) . The performance evaluation suggests that the deployment of beamforming is very critical to operate high-order modulation schemes at the very crowded environment. Note that timesharing outperforms power-splitting in most values of η * due to more interferences considered here than in Section II, where only the two-user case has been analyzed for mathematical simplicity.
VI. IMPACTS TO PRACTICAL ROUTING AND SWITCHING ALGORITHMS
In this section, we analyze the impacts of deploying phased array antenna in the Physical layer to the practical routing algorithms [37] , [38] in the Network layer, such as Open Short Path First (OSPF) and Routing Information Protocol (RIP).
Onboard satellite routing algorithms can find the minimum spanning tree based on interbeam interference and channel conditions in addition to traffic load and destinations. OSPF and RIP are the two most popular algorithms for Internet routing. The differences between two are what information each routing node calculates and how many other nodes the information is transmitted to. OSPF is the link state routing (LSR) protocol that floods a small amount of link state information to every node while RIP is the distance vector (DV) algorithm that sends a large amount of information for a whole routing table only to neighbors.
Our focus will be on how much information should be propagated when a satellite uses phased array antenna. In terms of the total amount of information exchange due to channel information change, OSPF and RIP have the relatively comparable complexity to each other. Let N denote the number of nodes in the satellite-terrestrial network, E the number of edges, and E Sat the number of edges connected to the satellite. With OSPF, the satllite has a message size of O(E Sat ) to accommodate the cost of links directly connected to the satellite. The contents in this message are then broadcast to all the N nodes. The overall amount of message flows due to satellite link change can be represented as O(N · E Sat ). On the other hand, the satellite with RIP has a message size of O(N ) to contain the addresses and metrics (such as distances) of all the N nodes, and send it to E Sat neighbors, leading to the total size of message flows of O(N · E Sat ), as summarized in Table I . In fact, considering the whole network, OSPF and RIP have the similar amount of information exchange of O(N · E). More important factor of decision making will be on controllability of the satellite for packet routing, and OSPF has more controllability than RIP as the satellite can calculate its routing table by itself and easily combine the onboard calculation with cross-layer strategies, such as beamforming, MAC user scheduling, and satellite-specific Transport Layer congestion control.
It is remarked that the Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) algorithm in the Link layer, in general, operates in a similar way with OSPF, such that flooding link state change to all the nodes in the same domain. A proper design of the domain size that includes the satellite can maintain a level of information exchange and control traffic for the protocol. In addition, the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) can be improved to give better exposure of internal states for optimum routing and congestion control for heterogeneous networks, instead of only advertising prefixes each of which represents a subnet or a group of subnets.
VII. CONCLUSION
To realize next-generation high throughput satellites in the near future, a very large scale of multibeam support will be critical, necessitating economical deployment of the OBP payload and phased array antenna with SSPA. We have presented the cross-layer OBP design of joint routing and scheduling that can take advantage of beamforming flexibility of the advanced phased array antenna. By adopting an informationtheoretic analysis, we have quantified the fine spatial resolution of phased array antenna, and modeled the switching router structure that is connected to phased array antenna through SSPA. The optimum policy of joint packet routing and beam scheduling has been derived and it has been shown that the additional complexity of maintaining many output ports is justified by high throughput gain, as high as 40 for DVB-S2X, by taking advantage of interference mitigation, compared to the satellite with multiple beam antenna and TWTAs. Deployment of powerful CPUs in space will be a key solution to address onboard computational complexity. Finally, impacts to the practical routing protocols including OSPF and RIP have been described.
Future work may include the analysis of end-to-end delivery over OBP satellites, by incorporating uplink access and relays via terrestrial subnets as in Fig. 1 . The application of OBP satellites to the satellite-terrestrial heterogeneous network [39] will be practically important as the satellite with intelligence in the sky can make smart decisions in taking advantage of multiple routes to destinations. Further cross-layer optimization can be performed by adding the issue of congestion control in the Transport layer as well. So far, the use of proxies at the boundary of satellite and terrestrial links has been popular even if the end-to-end control principle of the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is violated. We may have to revisit another type of Transport layer protocols for satellite-terrestrial heterogeneous networks: e.g., rate-control based and networkassisted, so that the satellite as a middle node is as responsible as the two end nodes for flow control. In Section VI the principle of satellites having more controllability with OSPF than RIP has been regarded as advantageous in the Network layer. The new approach of congestion control can overcome the main disadvantage of having long latency by implementing end-to-end control over long-distance satellite channels.
APPENDIX
Here we derive of the optimum policy of joint packet routing and user scheduling from the optimization problem (14)- (16) . The corresponding Lagrangian function is (33) where Lagrangian multiplier (≥ 0) is for the total power constraint, and μ j (≥ 0) is for non-negative constraints of P j , added to see which output port should be served with non-zero P j . The KKT condition yields μ j ≥ 0 if P j = 0 and μ j = 0 if P j > 0. Differentiating J (P j ) with respect to P j gives
We suppose that output port j 1 is served and j 2 is not; i.e., P j 1 > 0 and P j 2 = 0. The optimum power P * j 1 > 0 with μ j 1 = 0 leads to the following:
where the inequality holds due to the concavity of U i in terms of P j 1 and the equality comes from setting Eq. (34) equal to zero. On the other hand, the optimum power P j 2 = 0 for non-served output port j 2 with μ j 2 ≥ 0 leads to the following:
where the equality comes from setting Eq. (34) equal to zero, and the inequality holds due to μ j 2 ≥ 0. Since only K (< N/η * 2 ) active beams can be transmitted in the multibeam satellite, we should select K output ports out of N/η * 2 , based on the marginal returns of the utility function at zero power for each output port. That is, through (35) and (36) , can be interpreted as the threshold level of the partial derivative, which should be less than the marginal return of the utility function at zero power, if the output port has a non-zero power value in the optimal power allocation vector. Hence, we choose K highest values of
; that is, the marginal return at zero power can be used for a metric to allocate power and decide the path for data to be sent over.
